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A color illustrated, descriptive guide to the
working dog breeds providing essential
knowledge about this particular group of
dogs, and detailed information and facts
about the personality, temperament,
trainability and training requirements,
origin and history, health and common
health issues, grooming and bathing
requirements of specific dog breeds
belonging to the working group, including
the Akita, Alaskan Malamute, Anatolian
Shepherd Dog, Bernese Mountain Dog,
Boxer, Bullmastiff, Doberman Pinscher,
German Pinscher, Giant Schnauzer, Great
Dane, Great Pyrenees, Greater Swiss
Mountain Dog, Komondor, Leonberger,
Mastiff,
Neapolitan
Mastiff,
Newfoundland, Portuguese Water Dog,
Rottweiler, Saint Bernard, Samoyed,
Siberian
Husky
and
Standard
Schnauzer.We appreciate that the aim of
any dog owner, or prospective dog owner,
is to have a puppy or dog that will suitably
adapt and become part of your family, as
well as being a pet that can be successfully
handled by you!There are over 200 dog
breeds that are recognised throughout the
world. Each of the dog breeds is different
in its origin, history, appearance, and its
general needs and requirements. Great
interest is shown in puppies and dogs, and
people are constantly looking to increase
their knowledge about this intriguing
animal which, over the years, has become
both a servant and a companion to man. If
you are a prospective dog owner, it is
vitally important to gain as much
knowledge as possible. There will be
various questions that you will need to
answer before making a final decision
about the right dog for you, taking into
consideration how well it will fit into your
family life and requirements.Dogs in the
Working group were developed to perform
a wide variety of tasks, such as herding,
droving, pulling, hauling, hunting, rescuing
and guarding. The very nature of many of
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these tasks requires a big, strong dog.
Working dogs have always been viewed as
real assets to their owners and have worked
with man replacing larger animals such as
horses when none such animals were
available.
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The Working Group - Breed Information Centre - The Kennel Club People familiar with this Group invariably
comment on the distinctive terrier personality. These are feisty, energetic dogs whose sizes range from fairly small, as
Working Dogs - Dogtime Sep 6, 2016 The Working Group is full of incredible canines that were bred to assist in the
lives of their owners. These dedicated companions were bred for Dogs have been selectively bred for millions of years,
sometimes by inbreeding dogs from the The basic types are companion dogs, guard dogs, hunting dogs, herding dogs,
and working dogs, although there are many other types and Non-Sporting Group - American Kennel Club Working
Kelpie information including personality, history, grooming, pictures, Dog Breeds Working Kelpie Working Kelpies
are generally a healthy breed. Images for Working Dog Breeds And again, by virtue of their size alone, these dogs
must be properly trained. Akita. Dignified, courageous, and profoundly loyal. Alaskan Malamute. Affectionate, loyal,
playful but dignified. Anatolian Shepherd Dog. Bernese Mountain Dog. Black Russian Terrier. Boerboel. Boxer.
Bullmastiff. List of dog breeds - Wikipedia offers information on dog breeds, dog ownership, dog training, health,
Dogs of the Working Group were bred to perform such jobs as guarding Working Dogs - Pictures and Info - Dog
Breeds - PetBreeds A lot of these pups are working dogs, breeds that have been cultivated over time to perform
specialized services where their large size is a benefit. Because of Working Dog Breeds - Purina The Siberian Husky
is a medium-sized working dog, quick and light on his feet and free and graceful in action. His moderately compact and
well furred body, Groups - American Kennel Club This is a list of breeds that are often still used for hunting today.
Hunting dogs are categorized into hounds, gun dogs, feists, terriers and curs. They are further The 25 Smallest Dog
Breeds - American Kennel Club List of Breeds by Group - American Kennel Club The experts at AKC share 25
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small dog breeds with helpful tips about exercise, Group Terrier Group Toy Group Working Group Foundation Stock
Service Siberian Husky Dog Breed Information - American Kennel Club Working dog breeds have many unique
characteristics. Learn more about working dog breeds at Animal Planets Dog Breed Selector. Working Dog Breeds,
Working Dog List Knowing what your working dog was meant to do can really help you understand its behavior. If
you are looking for a new dog, knowing about the breed(s) can List of Hunting Dog Breeds - Dog Breed Info Center
Malinois dog - Wikipedia working dog breeds. Dog Breeds. Popularity2016 Bernese Mountain Dog. Purebred. 27.
Popularity. No Portuguese Water Dog. Purebred. 51. Popularity. Working Dogs List of Working Dog Breeds PetWave Sporting dogs includes spaniels, pointers, setters & retrievers. woods, many of these breeds actively continue
to participate in hunting and other field activities. Working Dogs: The Blue-Collar Dog Breeds - American Kennel
Club Sporting Group - American Kennel Club A. Akita Inu. Alaskan Malamute. Anatolian Shepherd Dog. B.
Bernese Mountain Dog. Black Russian Terrier. Boxer. Bullmastiff. C. Cane Corso. Working Group - American
Kennel Club A list of dog breeds that are categorized by the AKC as belonging to the Working group. Bird Dog
Breeds - Pheasants Forever Complete list of AKC recognized dog breeds. Includes personality, history, health,
nutrition, grooming, pictures, videos and AKC breed standard. Terrier Group - American Kennel Club Working.
Alaskan Malamute Bernese Mountain Dog Bouvier Des Flandres Search all breedsFind a breed suitable for you
Browse by Breed Groups. Dog Breeds - Types Of Dogs - American Kennel Club A working dog is a canine working
animal, i.e., a type of dog that is not merely a pet but learns In many FCI countries it is impossible for some working
breeds dogs to become conformation champions without having passed adequate breed Working Kelpie - American
Kennel Club May 1, 2015 By far the largest was the Working Group. It contained 32 breeds traditionally considered
working dogs, plus 14 herding breeds. The AKC broke Working Group (dogs) - Wikipedia List of Breeds: Akita
Alaskan Malamute Anatolian Shepherd Dog Bernese Mountain Dog Black Russian Terrier Boxer Bullmastiff Cane
Corso Chinese Herding Group - American Kennel Club the Malinois is bred primarily as a working dog for personal
the breed along with other working lines such as Dutch Shepherd, Working Group - American Kennel Club In
general, kennel clubs assign larger breeds that are pastoral dogs are placed in the Working Group. In the Types of
working dogs Cesars Way The American Kennel Club non-sporting dogs include many breeds of dogs that vary in
looks, personality & size. It includes everything from Poodles & Boston
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